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A Lap of Luxury At Asset Orchestra
Asset Orchestra 19J is a luscious guest house occupied at Kazhakoottam, Trivandrum. Team Asset
interiors have adorned the home unit in an exquisite way through handpicked classy designs for
giving a modern minimalistic style to make life a perfect piece of music here.

Living Room
The living room holds a sumptuous luxurious feeling with the design patterns adopted. A shoe rack with
a mirror panel suited up at the entrance foyer. L-shaped sofa fitted out with a single seater and grey &
beige color combination being elected for giving an elegant look to the room. Area rug and center table
with black glossy glass with the metal leg is provided. More than that, a double-circled TV unit has been
beautifully embellished with statuario finished marble laminate with wooden combination of texture
paint and a metallic display shelves makes the room more classy. Three strips of profile lights provided
on ceiling and a golden finish given everywhere makes the room more alluring.

Dining Area & Kitchen
Scandinavian and sleek style of furniture being chosen for dining rea. Pattern type of texture paint
and golden vertical groove panels (Charcoal Panel) used with round mirror for wash area. Also roller
zebra blinds and 4 sleek pendent lights are given to contribute the dining area a glorious look.
The open kitchen specially designed for this apartment frames the primary feature by incorporating
modern contemporary styles. Neutral colors selected for the kitchen gives an elegant and classy
look. Again a glossy & suite finish laminate with nano white counter top makes the kitchen more
appealing and LED strip lines are provided under top unit. More over all necessary accessories
encompass along with beauty.

Bedroom
Wavy pattern of texture paint and an appealing décor mirror being utilized for an aesthetic and magnificent
vibe of bedroom. Pendent type of wall lambs makes the bedroom eye catching. All major colors are embellished with textures and vibrant colors are used for bedrooms. Coat with bottom storage and side table are
provided. Wall lamps and other accent pieces adorn the bedroom like a specially designed room.
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